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PRMFACE 

This report was prekared under Contract NRC-03-79-124, and 
completes our evaluat~on of the buckling stress criteria for 
the steel containment of the Watts Bar Nuclear Reactor.  

Technical (and COAR) monitor for the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission initially was A. Hafiz. who was subsequently 
changed to S. B. Kim. The Project Manager for ISE was 
B. Nossberg. The evaluation has been done by Or$. P. Seide,, 
V. Weingarten and S. F. Masri



FINAL REPORT 

6/30/81 

Upon reviaewing the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 

Containment Vessel Building analysis and the response to the questions 

sent to the appli cant (see attached appendi ci us), we have reached 

t".~ following conclusions: 

1. The applicant's analysis and design methods appear 

to be in accordance with prevailing industry practices.  

2. The present state of the art of static and "~nmic 

itructi.;.I analysis and design allows the applicant 

to perform a more accurate and refined analysis than 

was used by the applicant.  

3. In the absence #,' these more accurate analyses, there 

still remali at, is of uncertainty regarding the adequacy 

of the applicant's design. This does not necessarily 

imply that the present design is unsafe but only that 

a more accurate analysis is required to quantify the 

margin of safety of the design.



4. The more accurate analysis performed by the applicant 
should include attention to the questions still of 

concern to the contractor: 

a) The behavior of the shell in the vicinity of the 

Moetrations does not appear to have been modeled 
accurately in both tne dynamic and buckling analysis.  
Thus, the effect of stress concentrations near the 
openings and the adequacy of the stiffening around the 
openings are uncertain. There Is virtually nothing in 
the literature on the amount of stiffening required 
to nullifý' the opening from a buckling point of view.  
The present analwsis therefore assumes that the 
stiffening has the desired result without any verification.  

b) For the shell c~ntaining penetrations, it appears 

that no checks for convergence or accuracy were carried 

out for the stresses in the area of the penetration.  
Since the stresses around the penetration may trigger 
buckling, the solution accuracy should be investigated.  

c) By doing a sm tte analysis for the supported equipments 
the eff~ct of thj equipment on the containment shell is 
neglected. Thus, the effects of interaction botvhen the 
motion of the shell and its attachments are not properly 
handled. Recent studies in the publishers literature 
(P09 ESSA. April 1979) have shown that stnificent



interaction can develop under Seismic eXCitation even If 

the isS ratio of the equipment is on the order 0f ONe 

(1) percent Of the main structure.  

5. The use of any general purpose computer code such as 

ANsYS, NASTRAN or MARC would provide the more accurate 

analysis procedures needed for the verification of 

containment design. The use of any of *Mee PregrAMs 

A4ould remove the need for many of the assumtions made 

in the appli~ant's analysis.  

For International Structural Engineers 

Dr. P. Seiede 
Dr. V. Weingarten 
Dr. S. MaPr



APPEND ICES

A. TVA's 4/14/81 responses to ISE's second group of questions 

B. ISE's 10/27/80 review of TVA's first responses and more qstestions 

C. TVA's 8/15/80 response to ISE's first group of questions 

D. ISE's 4/9/79 first group of questions to TVA 

E. WBNP 2/23/79 buckling stress criteria supplied by TVA 

SUPPLEMENT 

Applicant's Response To The ISE Report
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Nr.USON Beng No. NE 

Itrnatoa Srcural Engineers 
P. 0. Box1 959b 
6len"16e California 91206 

Dear Nr. Nossberg: 

Reference: NRC Contract 003-79-124 

Enclosed please find response from the applicant (TVA) to the 
questions in your October 27, 196 letter. Plesas Call Me if 
there is any questions.  

Enclosure: As stated



TV4 

£ttentite Mfr. A. sohmsener, a1et 
Licefsing Branch No. 2 
Division of LWoeSmlD 

11's. Nuclea "leaatory COMILatn 
Wash~kstob t DC 20"55 

Dear iN. sohiencels 

Is t~ie Matter of the ApplioatiO of ) Doket soe. 50-3% 
Tommeses Valley Autbority )50-391 

In a letter ated Deoeer 5, 19800 frm 1. L. Tedesoo tormg TWA was 

requested to provide addittoi onl aiflostiOs with respect to the Vatts 3wr 

Nucslear Plaot Camtaloift Vessel 14114136 Auslyue. Inclobed Is the 
requested IntormstLan.  

very truly yaws# 

L. N. 3N11s NMge 
belier septLetiond saret7 

d &OGW&W W" m 

4a14 -11 

to 
SiO~i~o~s



uVRUREW

VA'lh UtA NUCLEAR PLANT MIfS I ANM 2 
COKAENM VESEL BUILDING ANALYSIS 

Before proceeding with the responses to the revised Mnulear 
Regulatory Comkissicfl questions, additional desipl and analysis 
data. on the containmenit vessel are presented wo demonstrate the 
adequacy of the design. An overviev of ysur cmments to owr 
responses indicates that your concern, is primarily with the shel 
stablity maroud major penetrations and the accuracy of 
decoupling the dynamic response of the locks and batch from the 
primary struoture under pressure transient and seismio 

The Watts Bar cnametis unstiffened longitudinally With the 
exception of the span between elevations 7031-9-3/80 sAM 
716' .7-3/g' and around maor penetrations. I n the area of these 
penetrations, the contairtment shell Is heavily reinforced with 
1.3/Sminch by 22-inch stiffeners as shown on the attached Chimap 
3ri&o'q and Iron (Cal) drawings 46 and 213 with supporting 
Gawaswns 43, 55, 83, 84t 859 $go 919 929 96, 99, 200, 202, and 
209 to define stiffener sizes.  

Table I (copy attached) gives a soon" of daum stress 
intensities In the shel around the maor penetrations resulting 
from the oust severe load combination. The oclim labeled 
'inertial stress' Is the stress in the shel from the decoupled 
analysis of the locks and equipment hatch. The column labeled 
'initial stress'o Is the stress In the area of the penetrations 
from the combined affects of design basis accident (poessure 
transient), seismic, and dead loads. Note that eve if the 
inertial stresses are maltiplied by a factor of 2p the total 
stress intensity would be less than the AM3 cofe allowbles.  

Apart from their role in carrying th general .ewbrne stress 
around the penetrations, the local stiffening warud the 
Personnel locks and equipsent hatch are veM effective In 
suppressing the adverse effsect of local buckling. This Is 
especially true if the mesh of the reinforcement is smalle than 
the minima local buckle region. * Vutheuce, the stiffening 
reduces the shel stresses In the panels betwee stiffeners 
wherea the allowable buckling stress for the panel is hige 
han for an unstiffaned cylin der. The miAim alUMble boUel"n 

stress for a"ia ew. essiri for amthepanels. cotIns the 
egup~etbatch and personnel lee1s0 i Is. 1 ips Per "q~an 1"s 
(l/i owppred to an equivaent allowable buckling Stress of 

9.7 li/Ia' In areas of the shel witen veatOal stifenes.  

Table I is a list of the stress intensities In th ananmn 
shel is the area of the leok* and batch. fthes strsess 
intensities ane calculated from the midam tension Owd 
Moeweive strsesses and are less Men the st"es Latowsstes in



the goenus shell. rae mulua oouipressive streswe in the are of the lodok and hatch were not tabulated, but due to the additional stiffening, they will be less than the compressive 
stress io the general shell.  
nionr 6 (ospy attached) of the response t4 the original questions shove that the buokling ratios were Uwes than I for all area of the genral shell. The additional membrane TVprusu stresses In the are of the looks and batch due to the oa rsponse. or the looks and latch Will be lesse than or equal to the maxion membrane (P ) 8inertial stress* of 1.6k/f in hw in table 1. hon If tE6 maximas oouipressive stress is adutplied by a factor of 2, It Will still. be nuh -less than the inoremental.  allowable buckling stress of 5.2 .k/In. (14.9 - 9.7) between, the local are a'~imd the looks and batch and the general shell.  Therefore, tae buckling ratio of the shel In the area, of the leeks and batch Is less; than I and this arza of the ntien meets the specification, buckling oritoria.  

Provide a desoription, of bow the beaoklIn ourves contained In the report vere applied to the buckling of tbo oontaMmt Vessel.  The desoription should Inolude the applioation of these buckling comes to asymmetrio dyfaao loads In the aromas where penetrations are present.  

Away of ammo 211 
Ve are still concerned flor the reliability of the buckling Malysas. The behavior of the shell, In the vicinity of the penetrations do"s not appear to bae" been modeled aeourately In both the dyaMie and buciding analysis. Thus, the effeot of strums osncentrations nar the openings and the adequaq of the stiffening arowud the opeLnin are unoertain. There Is virtually Pothing In the literature on the amount of stiffenIng required to AUAlly the openin from a buckling point of view. The presenat analysis therefore assumes that the stiffening has the desired result without any verifioation.  

The ea aOretIalS stiffemes on the Vatts hkr containment are "eslowe to have Sufficenet Stiffnesses to mnftore nodes at the eiremnfumntial stifteners so us to preclude a generl instablity sofe of buckling failure. Vertical and additional



.34.

circumerwential stiffening was designed (see C8 drawings 46 and 
213) so -as not to compromise the areas around the major' 
penetrations from a stress intensity or buckling viewpoint. The 
ware replacement of the opening, according to ASHR code, .  
section MgI subsection NE, combined with the special stiffening 
essentially tnullifies the effects or the opening. Ilefer to the 
introduction far further discussion of buckling relating to the 
looks and batch* 

Provide a description of the assumptions Involved in modeling the 
ecutafament, vessel in ~re to use the progren identified in 
question 3. This description should include a discussion of any 
convergenlce and/or accuracy checks that were made.  

ReVlew of answer 4t 

for the oaynsetrio shell, the convergence check is acceptable.  
lewever, for the shel containing penetrations, It appears that 
no checks for convergenoo or accuracy were carried out for the 
stresses in the area or the penetration. Sinae the stresses 
wround the penetration may trigger buckling, the solution 
accuracy should be iLvestigtedo 

141200" 
As described In the introduction, the shell stresses In the areas 
of the locks end hatch have been evaluated sod meet the 
specifications end A8M code eriteria.  

-msionII 

Rplain the pvocedure of obtainin the stre" distribution in the 
shell using lumped. mass besm model inste&A of a shell model far 
the dynamie seismic analy1ss.  

AWIMI o OhD 6 

The ae of the Timeahenko shear bea as a nmalog for a 
&Usi (without penetrations) shell of revolatiem IS 

aesptable; houwer, for the constament vesse imder disousAim 
there is no dootmentation or justification that MUi simplistie 
approach is applicable end that It wil sot mpaprees shell modes 
Is the real atructure that will be waited by sainsmi peimd 
motion.



The large masn" attached to the ooutainst 'qud awe the two persommel loob aMW the equipmet batch. in the ame of thes pemetratioms, the osutaLment 21hel1 Is biaviireinforoed with 1-3/0-inc by 22-Inch stir fenem s as sovi an ittached cII 
druxins 46 ad 213. Usese stiffenere restrict the response of the shel to dysnamic uvement of the loolm and hatch, Therfore, these dynsalo aotions of the looks and batch will be Very local and not be assocoiated with - Iiiat shell modes of the struotiwe. Wder these conditions, the shebl. modes of the real structurer will not be significantly differet from the shell" modes Of an auisysmetrio model and will not be sinfoaly excited by seismic loads.  

Ixplaft the justtioiation for' using an Ausymmetr'ic pý go$& 
eamputer propau for the oontaimsnt 1esel 

LitLough the anwer to qustion 7 states that the approach to analyzing the lodok and hatche as a supporte subsytm W&s use ftu the dYmalo analysis of maslear plaits, it does net address the question of the accuracy of this approagh ft.' OynMM 
bucl~n anlyss * iether twunefiation or this approach is 

As shBMW O attached 02&I M 46wig W ed 213t the areas wade the pereomfi4 loots and equipmet hatch are heavily relstwrced 
with 1-3/5-Smh by 22-lash stIffeme rs*tan* stiffener I& sem.Jution with the 3-lafh thick woaste fr the equipmet hatch end the 2-Inch thick woastes for the perscmnel looks will preclude buckling of the e intalmeat shell in these ares.  

loain In Meail the wieritla sad Its Justfiostimm hr deteamniala the Intereaction effeets beween the gentalment ashel sad the attached equipument



4-5

By doing a soversta analysis for the supported equipments the 
effect of' t-e-quipient on the containment shell Is neglected.  
Thus, the effects of interaction between the notion of the shell 
and its attacbmenta are not properly handled* beaet studies In 
the -published literature (POO NSA, April 1979) have shown that 
sinniticant Inteonation can develop under seiauie excitation 
*van if the ama ratio of the equipment is on the order of 
I ývrcent of* the main structure.  

The study In the published literature reference (PC, NSA, 
April 1979) shows a maxima error an the nonconservative side of' 
94 percent when an uncoupled analysis Is perforised In lieu of a 
coupled analysis. It was shown In the Introduction that the 
stresses from the uncoupled analysis can be Increased by 
100 percent without exceeding specifications and AM6 code 
allowables for stress intensity and buckling. This further 
substantiutes the adequacy of the Watts Bar contalament, design.

031037.08
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October*27, 1980 

Mr. Sang Bo Kim 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Nuclear Regulation 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

As: Watts Bar Containment Building 
Contract No. NRC-03-79-124 

bar Mr. Kim: 

We have concluded the review of TVA's responses to our questions.  
Enclosed is a copy of the results.  

Task 2j, as specified in the contract, calls for a second too-day meeting 
with the applicant in Tennessee or Maryland. The agenda would be the 
questions and our reservations as described in the attachment.  

Task 3 specifies that a final report be submitted, encompassing the 
results of Task 2. we currently have enough information to proceed 
directly to Task 3. To do so, we would need a directive from you 
regarding if and when the second meeting in Task 2 will take place.  

Pleatse advise as soon as possible whether to prepare for a second two
6 meeting or to start work on the final report. The final report 

1il take a certain amount of time, and we wish to start as soon as 
possible to meet the December 31 deadline.  

Sincerely, 

Bgt Mostber 
Eacloswres

P.O0. BOX IM @ GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91N..5X TELkPHONG 121318374330



REVIEW OF TVA's 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
SUJBMITTED APRIL 9, 1979 

SUBJECT: Watts Bar Containment Building 
Contract No. NRC-03-79-124 

After a careful review of the TVA document entitled "Watts Bar-Nuclear 
Plant - Containment Vessel Building Analysis" -dated February 19,, 19809 
Dr's. Seide, Weingarten and Hasri find themselves in agreement with some, 
but not all, of TVA's explanations. In particular, the replies to 
questions 1, 39 5, 8 and 10 are considered satisfactory. Drs. Saide, 
Weingarten and Masri find themselves in some disagreement with the replies 
to the remsining questions (2, 4, 6, 7 and 9). Their comments on the 
cited replies are listed below: 

20tion 2: 
vroaide scription of how the buckling curves contained in the 

report were applied to the buckling of the containment vessel.  
The description should include the application of these buckling 
curves to asymmetric dynamic loads in the areas where penetrations 
are present.  

Laview of Answer 2: 
No are still concerned for the reliability of the buckling analysis.  
The behavior of the shell in the vicinity of the penetrations does not 
appear to have been modeled accurately in both the dynamic and 
buckling analysis. Thus the effect of stress concentrations near the 
openings and the adequacy of the stiffening around the opening are 
uncertain. There Is virtually nothing in the literature on the 
amount of stiffening required to nullify the opening from a 
buckling point of view. The present analysis therefore assumes that 
the stliffening has the desired result without any verification.  

Provideascription of the assumptions Involved in modeling the 
containment vessel in order to use the programs identified In 
Question 3. This description should Include a discussion of any 
convergence and/or accuracy checks that were made.



Payir- of Answer 4: 
For the axisywunetric shell, the convergence check is acceptable.  
However, for the shell containing penetrations, it appears that no 
checks fcor convergence or accuracy were carried out for the 
stresses in the area of the penetration. Since the streut es around 
the penetrating may trigger buckling, the solution accurp.,cy should 
be investigated.  

Epain t e procedure of obtaining the stress distribution in the 
shell using lumped mass beam Aodel instead of a shell model for the 
dynamic seismic analysis.  

Review of Answer 6: 
The use of Whe Timoshenkon shear beam as an analog for a prfect 
(without penetrations) shell of revolution is acceptable;1i-oievrs 
for the containment vessel under discussion there is no documentation 
or justification that this simplistic approach is applicable, and 
that it will not suppress shell modes in the real structure that 
will be excited by seismic ground motion.  

ExpainWejustification for using an axisymuetric geometry computer 
program for the containment vessel.  

Reie oew-f Anwer 7: 
Athoug te answer to question 7 states that the approach to analyzing 

the locks and hatches as a supported subsystem was used for the 
dynamic analysis of nuclear plants, it does not address the question 
of the accuracy of this approach for dynamic buckling analysis.  
Further justification of this approach is needed.  

Expainfndetail the criteria and its Justification for determining 
the interaction effects between the containment shell and the attached 
equi pment.  

RevewofAnswer9: 
6 doing ua sate analysis for the supported equipment, the effect 

of the equipment on the containmnent shell is neglected. Thus the effects 
of interaction between the motion of the shell and its attachments 
are not properly handled. Recent studies in the published literature 
(P0, BSSA, April 1979) have shown that JjGjnjfjcnt interaction can 
develop under seismic excitation even I f the mass ratio of the 
equipment Is on the order of one percent of the main structure.



The questions 2, 4, 6, 7 
as our reviews indicate, 
the containment building

and 9 are not yet completely answered and 
they raise some serious reservatIons about 
design.

We feel that these areas should be addressed immediately at the 
next two day meeting (as specified in Task 2 of Contract MRC-03-79-124) 
between the applicant, ourselves and the COAR.
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2065 

Bengt A. Mossberg 
zrsa'dent 
International Structural Engineering 
p. 0. BOX 9595 
Glendale, California 91206 

Subject: Watts Bar Containment Building Contract No. 'IRC.03-79-l24 

Dear Mr. Mossberg: 

Enclosed please find a copy of TVA's response to our questions regarding 
the subject matter. We are sending the response to you so that you may 
complete the contract work. The contract period is being extended from 
May 319 1980 to December 31, 1980. Confirmation of the extension is 
expected to be issued by the Division of Contracts, NRC.

Sincerely, 

Struct all Engineering Branch 
Dlvis of Engineering 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation



WATTS BARt NUCLEAR PLANT 

CONTAINMENT VESSEL 
BUCKLING ANALYSIS 

February 19#1980



Before proceeding with the responsen to the ?4RC questions,, a 
brief description of the containment vessel follows. The 
containment is a low-leakage,, free standing steel structure 
consisting of stiffened cylindrical walls with a hemispherical 
head. The atiffeninj is primarily circumferential; however* one 
of the vesselts lower bays is stiffened vertically. The 
circumferential stiffe'ners are spaced roughly four times Mt.  
(10 foot intervals) and the vertical stiffeners are spaced at 
S dtegree intervals. Other locally stiffened areas are provided 
around the equipment hatch and two 1mersonnel locks. The base of 

the containment vesnol is anchored in a concrete mat using 
pretensioned bolts on the inside and outside of the vessel 
extending down into the concrete mat. Equipment supported from 
the axisytwd'1tric containment vessel include the personnel locks,, 
equipment hatch and other minor attachments shown in Figure 1.  

Fioure I shows a scitieatic representationl of the containment 
vessel geome~try. Important inlormatiofl includes the shell 
thicknesses, vessel overall dimensions# ring locations, and the 
site of the stiffener rings. The location of the major supported 
equipment is also shown with dimensions roughly to scale.  

Figure 2 shows a plot of the frequenc~ies for the modes of natural 
vibration of the containment vessel. The natural frequency for 
the first and second axial modes for each of the Fourier 
harmonics of major interests are plotted.  

IfflSL1WtU-M.f2r 
QV29tion 1. Provide a description of the exact applied loads 
iiie.4 or the buckling analysis. if any computer peoqrams were 
used to obtdin thestc liads. a complete description of the 
computer programs shouid~ts supplied. This description should 
include a discussion of the analytical and numerical methods used 
in the program,, as well as a statement of its limitations and the 
methods used in its verification.  

The cont~rolling load combinations for the buckling analysis are 
combinations No. 3 and No, Ia in section 3,0.2.3.2 of the Watts 
Bar FAUN. The hydrostatic and thermal loads in these 
comb~inations are not considered significant from a huckliry 
standp~oint ind design internal pressure tends to increase the 
buck 'ling strength. Therefote, for the buckling analysis dead 
weight and transient pressure loadn were combined with Operating 
and Design Basis b~rthquakes, since these combinations prodluce 
the greatest meridional and hoop compressive trembrane stresses.  
For further discussion* see Appendix A.  

4 description of the computer programs used to dote.-mine loads Is 
provided In out response to question 3. This description 
Includes a U,%cussion of proqram limitations and me-thods used.  
The Fourier series used to rvpresent the specified asymmetric 
pressure tr~aslent was plotted fot all elevations for 
represefltati~ve transient times# and the plots were checked



ajatnat the WAh pressure curves* Fourier coefficients also were 
OaIculated by Anamet Labe and a cross check on the Coefficients was made, 

QKI Itnt2a Provide a dencription of how the buckling curves contaie in the report were eapplied to the buckling of the containment vessel. The description should include the application of. these buckling curves to asymmetric dynamic loads An the areas wbere piene~trations are prespnt.  

BEURgmeI 
Mepmbrane stresses In the containment due to deadweighte seismic and transient pressure leads were calculated* The deadweight stresses wre determined using hand calculations and seismic stresses were determinedc using the beam model described in our resiyonse to Qu.st iou. 6. An asymmetric transient load analysis was pe~rformed using a shell of revolution model for the pressure transients from all of postulated breaks.  

The buckling analysis was performed usaing CDt computer program £1391. The maximum deadweight and earthquake stresses were combined with the transient load stresses at each of 40 timesteps, at 123 elevations and at 24 points around the vessel,, evenly spaced at 1S degree i-ntervals.  

Figures 3.6-1 through -10 in the Watts Bar FSAR were used to determine the critical buckling stress based on the containment vessel geometry. In qrnerall, these curves are based on theoretical and experimental results for buckling of shell structures. The shell hays between the stiffeners are considered as nimplysupported cylinders and the vertically stiffened bay assumes panel buckling in determining critical buckling stress at a given elevation.  

The interaction equations given in Appendix 3*.S.-e and -S of the rSAR were evaluated taking the summation of the stress ratio. of comp~ressiveb membrane to critical buckling stress times the buckling load factors in Table 3*.6.-i., These summations were investigatei at each timestep azimuth and elevation descri bed above. tn this evaluation# the lonqitudinal membrane stresses produced by the asymmetric pressure transient load (NASPL) ind hori'ontal earthquakes were considered as caused by bending loads In the interaction equations. Deadweight and vertical earthquake load.. cause axial compression in the equations.  
These interaction equations provide the criteria for evaluating the interaction of multi-axial compressive stress and hoop compressive streas. Toe maximum stress ratio summation considering all 24 points aro'an the circumference was tabulated for each elevation for each interaction equation specified. In the areas whece there were maJor penntrations which interrupt the basic. stiffening Rrhomi on the vessel# stiffeners were designed to carry the stresses in the shell around the openinj.  

g~jjU4g~j. Provide in-depth description of all computer progjrams uBLml in the busckling analysis. Tbe description should



state tlv. origin of thc! prograsa# it-i limitations, and the methods 

urwvl to verify it~s validity.  

!estonse 

Appendix B presenta. abstracts of the corputer programs employed 

in the buckling analysis of the watts Par containtent vessels.  

These abstracts provide a description of the each program and itt, 

limitations* CHI programs 11714 and ROM8A and AnarnetIR BALL 

programl were verifited by comparison with results of programs in~ 

tto.h public domain. The other programs were verified by 
comparison with the reasults of hand1 calculations. The dynamic 

shell analysis was donc! using CHI program 1374,, which was 

developed by CRT from the Kalmins shell of revolution statics 
prolram. The results o~f this analysis were verified by the 

results of IAnamet's analysis using the S.ALL program.  

QWto Provide a description of the assumptions involved in 

modeling the containment vei~sel in order to use the programs 

identified in Question 3. This description should include a 

discussion of any convergence and/or accuracy checks that were 
made.  

it!pone 

The vessel was modeled as an axisympetric s1-11 of revolution.  
The circumfierential stiffeners were modeled i~scretely as ring 

stiffer'ers. The section of the vessel that has vertical 
stiffening was modeled as an orthotropic shell.  

The roproseamtatiofl of the specified loads required a total of 21 

Fourier harmonics. This Fourier representation included ten sine 

and ten cosine termr plus the. axisymometric load ing. The vessel 
was assumed to be f ixed it the base, and the mass of any 

supported equipment was s,*ared over the circumference at the 
appropriate elevation.  

In addition to the tosual convergence and accuracy checks uned 

with shell of revolution models. a completely independent 
analysis weas done by Anamet Laboratories using a completely 
different computer program and model for one of the specified 
pressure transients. A comparison of the 13714 results with the 

Anamet results for a similar vessel geometry is shown in 
Figures 3a and 3b.  

Q~Ie.i2"_5. Provide a complete step-by-st~ep des-ription of which 
and how thae buckling stross crit~eria we:e applied.  

331M221 

The buckling criteria in Appendix 3.8B of the FSAR was applie-l to 

the Watts Bir Containment design. The step-by-step approach used 
foe the appý_ication of these critecia has been described in our 
response to Question' 2 and in Appendix A.  

Qf~igEPL.. Explain the procedure of obtaining the stress 
distrlbution in the shell. using lumped mass bear model instead of 
a shell model for the dynamic seismic analysis.



ResponS2

The Timoshenko shear beam is a realistic analog for the' response of a shell of revolution to seismic ground motion. A complete dis'-ussion of the us^ of the beam viodel for the seismic analysis of containment vessel is provided in Appendix C. "The Design of a Thin Shell Nuclear Containment Vessel for Seismic Loading"m by Jon Hagstcorn.  

Question 7. Explain the justification for using an axisymmetric qeometry computer program for the containment vessel.  

eStagonle 

The main appects of tile containment geometry that are not handler! precisely by the shell of revolutions model are the vertical stiffening and the attached equipment, primarily the locks and hatch. The spacing of the vertical stiffening used for the Watts Par c!ontainment vessel is such that the orthotropic representation is a very reasonable one. This can be verified by result. in the literatare or static analysis.  

Por the attached equipment, some additional consideration is necessary. In the analysis of the Watts Bar containment vessel this aspect was handled by doing a separate dynamic analysis for the response of the locks anti hatch. The procedure for doing thic aidditional dnalysis is spelled out in the FSAR, Par. 3. R.2. 4.7. In effect, the locks and hatch are treated as a 'supported subsystemn and they are evaluated using a separate dynamic model. This general approach is commonly used in the dynamic analysis of nuclear plants.  

gueut~jon a. Provide the crit.ria used in the computer program to caicjila~tewt bucxiing loads. .escription of the mass matrix formulation and how the ma'kima. at each time point were chosen in the CRI containment shell analysis using the finite element model.  

Res,Žolm 

The criteria used in the bucking program is described it, our response to Ques3tion 2 and in Appendix A. hs discussed, for each time-tep 24 locations around the circumference were considered at each elevation investigated.  

The mass matrix formulation for tho 1374 program is described in the p1rogram abstract for 1374 in Appendix B.  

p st!Lon. Ex plain in detail the criteria and its justification fo..4r uctei rmining the interaction effects between the containment shell and the attached equipment.  

As describedJ abovet interaction effect, between the containment Owel), and the attached equipmewnt was deptermined by doing a separate analysis for the supported system. A time history renpo~nme of the motion of the axisymmetric shell at the point of



attaciagient o'f a Izupported systevs .jas determined from the shell of 
revolistion results. A response -.:,.-ctra f or this calculated 
motion was generated; the frequer'. .e.s of the supported system was 

calculated; and a spectral reupn. * was calculated.  

An exyerimental and the~oretical Iivstigatiofi of mass loading 

effects has been reported by North American Rockwell Corporation 
in Report SD 68-29. Excerpts from~ t~his report are included in 
Appeaidix "Di" of thin rpsivonsee 

Q~s&J0_10.Wasn a thermal analysis conducted? If the answer is 

yen, dererabe stop by step the procedure that was followed.  

Two thermal analyat's were performed on the containment vessel.  

One analyais wan an axisymmetric thermal of the embedment region 

to investigate the effect of the base restraint. This analysis 

utili-zed axisymmetric elements to model the lower containment 

region with the temperature distribution shown in Figure 3.8A-2 

of th~e FS1US. Figure 4 shows the summation of stresses due to 

coinc.ident loads.  

The other thermal analyxis was an asymmetric analysis of the 

containment vessel using an axisymmetric shell of revolution 

model. The. tcmperati-re distribution varies significantly in the 

circumferential and vertical directions 1000 secontis after the 

pressurn transient (LE3CA) creating internal stresses in 

containment from self-constraint. Fourier repre'sentat~ions were 

used to simulate the circumferential temperature distribution.k 
step-by-step discussion of this isnalysip is given in Appendix F..  

The stresqes ntserved from thetse analyses are significantly lenss 

than the MIME allowabli' stresR intensities. Therefore it can be 
determined by observat16n that buckling in not a problem.  

2ues.A2n11. Provide a list of all the loading combinations and 
the stre-ss dllowables (stress intenlsity and buckling stress) 
which had lbeen uned in the design of the steel. containment.  

Tle loadinq combi~nations used in the design of the containment 
vessels are given in Section 3.8.2.3.2 of the FSAR.  
TAble .1.- in the Fr)AR qives theý allowable stress cr_:.:.ria for 

these loadintl combinations. Appendix 3.8R of the FqAP .'%e the 
allowable bticklin"q criteria for all loading coahinaticr .  

Ques!tion U2. indicate the critical loading combi~nationsi which 
contr~o tthe design of the stebel containment shell with rtepjrd to 

strc.hs intenqity and buckling. Identify also the region~s and/or 
regions of the steel cnittainment. which was controlled by theme 
critical loadings.



only those l'adinq comindtions witha pressure transients (MISPL) .jovern t~he iliell wit~h regard to stress Intensity Amnd/or bucklinq.  See attached F'iqureq S and 6 for a sumaryo 
2.SAjLt 13. Indicatev appraniviatelyt the contribtat Jon (as a percentage of the &Liouah e stresB intensity and allowable bi'.klinq lo&Js) of each of the loatlnqs identified in QuPutiLon 12.  

Refer to figures 5 and 6., Percentage* are in parenthesis.
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"Discussion of Ducklintg Analysiii, Section DCA, Watts Bar 
Stress Report 

"Description of Computer Programa" - Section C, Watts Bar 
Stress Report 

"The Design of a Thin Shell Nuclear Containwv t Vessel for 
Beismic Loading" by Jon Hagstrom 

"Maui-Loading Effects an Vibration of Ring and Shell 
Structures" by S. Y. Lee, S. S. Tang, and J. G. !.iyeou, 
North American Rockwell OD 68-29, dated February 1968.  

"Effect of Nonuyumetric Thermal Loading on Shell" 
Appendix 0, Watts Bar Stress Report
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DISCUSION OF BUCKLING 
ANALYSIS 

This section presents the buckling analysis of the Watts 
Bar Containment Vessel for the pressure transient loading 
condition. This buckling analysis is performed in accord
ande-.41th TVA Specification 1440.  

Shell loads for the buckling analysis are developed in the 
section presenting the pressure transient shell analysis.  
In addition to these pressure transient loads, this analysis 
also considers the effects of the shell weight, miscella
neous loads. and loads resulting from vettical and horizon
tal seismic action.  

The buckling analysis is performed using CBI computer pro
gram E1391. The pressure transient loads developed by the 
pressure transient shell analysis are stored by the com
puter and then read in directly by program E1391. The 
other loads considered in the buckling analysis are derived 
in various portions of the analysis of the containment 
vessel. These loads are assembi od and Input separately into 
the pro gram. The geometry of the vessel describing the 
shell and stiffening and the material properties are also 
read into the prograik.  

The program performs the buckling analysis for the vessel 
at each point considered in the pressure transient shell 
analysis. For the Watts Bar Containment Vessel the follow
ing points are checked: 

6 Not Leg Breaks (aSSE) 

6 Cold Log Breaks (aSSE) 

I Not Leg Break ( SSE) 
123 Elevations for each break 

24 Azimuths for each elevation 

40 Timesteps foresach azimuth 

The analysis is performed using all of the breaks for the 
one-half safe shut down earthquake ',% SSE) and for one break 
for the safe shut down earthquake (SSE). It can be noted 
that by comparing the results of the buckling analysts for



Bimnga Design 

the SSE break with the corresponding break using 1s SSE 
the .b ckling ratios are laiger for the hs SSE condition.  
ThE"'Titor of --A-'- for the hs SSE condition is 1.25.  
white for the SS c'ondition it it 1.1. Since the seismic 
loads are small compared to the pressure transient loads 
it can be seen that the hs SSE condition is the critica~l 
condition. The one SSE condition is reported to confirm 
this fact and it is not necessary to investigate any 
other breaks for the SSE condition.  

The pressure transient loads are input at each point under 
consideration while the other loads are input at fewer 
locations. The program performs a linear interpolation 
to obtain the values of these other loads at each point 
where the buckling stress is calculated.  

In order to determine the critical buckling stress at 
any point, it is necessary to determine the vessel geo
metry in the region of that point. The program considers 
several cases depending on the shell and stiffening arrange
ment. Once the geometrical properties are determined the 
program calculates the critical buckling st~ress in accord
ance with Appendix H. Revision 1 of TVA Specification 1440.  

By multiplying the actual stress by the.Afactor fet 
and dividing the product by the critical buckling stress 
the buckling ratio is determined. The buckling ratio 
is calculated for meridional stresses due to axial and 
bending loads, circumferential stress, knd shear stress.  
These individual buckling ratios are then combined to 
form the final buckling ratios in accordance with Appendix 
H.  

For each elevation under consideration the program cal
culates the ratios for all azimuths and times and finds 
the maximum buckling ratio. This ratio, with its corres
sponding azimuth and time Is then recorded.  

A further discussion of the methods used may be found on
the following pages.  

*~~~7 'UAINv.,~~ 

L__Y__141 ___S__It.4)I L~LL
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Description of Program E13910 

Shell Suckling Analysis for TVA Containment Ves;nl 

I,. *1reduction 

Program 013910 performs the bucklinig check of the TVA ice 
co'e-onser containment vessel for Non-axisymmetric pressure loading 
ct..binirg with the dead loads and seismic loads occuring in the 

*'~el.The non-axisymetric loads are developed by CBI program 
£1374. The resulting stressesA.> compared to critical buckling 
qtress and by usini s specifiecA-factor o*-s the buckling ratio 
is found.  

Calculation of Dead Loads and Seismic Loads 

As a general rule, dead loads and seismic loads are calculated 
ai a few points along the vessel and the vessel is checked for 
buckling at many more points. As a result the program performs 
a linear interpolation to derivi the dead load's and seismic loads 
UL any given point along the vessel.  

Calculation of Criticial Buckling Stresses 

In order to determine the critical buckling stress at a 
given point it Is neces cry to determine t~e geometry in the 
region of that point. The program considers four-cases: 

a cylinders stiffened meridionally and circumferentially 
b cylndersstiffened circumferentially 
c pheres stiffened circumfereptially and meridionally 
d nstifftned spheres 

For each of these conditions certain constants must be 
determined based on known geometry. This information Is in the form 
of graphs and Is Input into the computer as a series of straight 
1:nes. Once these constants are known, the critical hucklinc, 
itsesses can be determined using the Epplicable formulae. Those 

calculations are based on Appendix N of TVA specificat~ion 1440.

.oMACi



Description of Program E13010 cont. ow rinh 

Calculation of Stress &nd Buckling Ratios 

The program calculates stresses and buckling ratios at any 
number of elevations and azimuths and for any number of time 
periods and then finds the maximum buckling ratio at each elevation.  
The program calculates four stresses at each point: 

a~ meridional stress due to axial loads 
b meridional stress due to bending loads 
c circumferential stress 
dishear stress 

The program considers only compressive stresses, If a stress 
is tensile it is set equal to zero. For each of the stresses 
a buckling ratio is calculated using the stress multiplied by-a 
factor of safety and divided by the critical bucklinq stress.  
These buckling ratios are then combined dnd five ratios result: 

a Axial + Circumferential 
b Axial +' Bend4ng 
c Axial + Shear 
d Axial + Shear + Sending 
e Axial + Shear + Circumferential 

After these combined~ratios are calculated, the maximums regardless 
of time or azimuth are recorded for each elevation.  

In areas where vertical stiffening is present the prog rem calculates 
.he bucklino ratio of the stiffener acting-with the shell as a 
column simply supp6rted at each end. The portion of the shell 
used in the column is determined using the rules of the Shell 
AnlssMna referenced in Appendix H4 of Specificatio-11TO.  

The uckingratio Is calculated in the manner discussed previously 
and the maximum is recorded.  

Program Output 

The program prints out the following data at each elevation 
considered: 

a~ Pasic shell data and geometry of stiffeners 
b Load such as static pressure, dead loads, and seismic loads 
S uckling stress coefficient 

d The five combined bucklinc-ratios.  
Vertical stiffener buckling ratios.
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CHICAGO ORIDGE h IRON COMPANY

r~fnAN31374 /&/8/.73 

I * Introduction 

Program 31374 Is C9i's shell dysiamic analysis progra:a.  
Prese itly, it is capable of extracting eigenv&lues and 
performing undamped transient analyses., Non-axisymmet
rio load. can be handled through the use of appropriate 
Fourier series.  

The equation of motion for a particular Fourier harmonic)7 
of an undamped system is 

(M4XJ~' + KIPA 0 U j 

where (Mn) a Mass matrix 
1%n a Stiffness matrix 

I %) a Applied load U ni a Displacement 
16 n1 a Acceleration 

Note that all of the above are functions of n.  

In order to calculate free vibration frequencir. and 
w~de shapes the applied load is set equal to zero, ' 

Is assumed to be a harmonic function of time# and thot 
eigenvalues and eigenvoctorsof the resulting equatio'i 
obtained using the method shown in Section 4.  

If the transient- response due to 6 time-varying louZ .~ a 
required, the numerical mnt 7ration te'chniquo outliw' 
in Section 5 is used.  

ji j AI -4,9 E7.  
AMbR Am DisceepT1,J hif/ 7. 110/73 1A 17
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tomooe_____________ 

2. Stiffness matrices0 

in general the procelure for forming the stiffness matrices 

is to~ first find influence valuese for each segment (or 

eas.-w.nt) using Runge-Kutta numerical Integration and 

then manipulate these values mathematically an follows: 

Starting with the influence values 

10 21 = (YIUiIJ +~I"4N + 12 
lip21 = (Y3JU)] *rC.J11P + 1(21 

which are obtained by setting each element of 1l311 and 

1rlj to one in succession, while all the other elements 
of these vectors are serof and integrating the thin 
shell differential equations to the other end of the 
segment.* The vectors 'il are obtained uy setting 1u4 

* , 101 while applying the distributted loads anid 

integrating to the end of the segment.  

To change this to stiffness matrix form# one needs only 
switch 'r and 1U I thus I j 1 21 

fri (1XU4 + VON12 + 1 CIJ 

Ir I (K3Ju11 + (KXfuA + - C31 

!I 

*Soo Reforeinc'i' (1) and (2) 

~.#anyI& If 7dl that$'
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where *rl forces at start of segment 

0 IQ. rs, No, NI 
11F21 a forces at end 

-~ displacements at start of segment 

JU2 displacements at end 

1K21 2 

IK41 [4 ;I] 

21 ( 2- 4 v2z 1).  

Since Program 1374 is not set up to handle longitudinal 
stiffeners, the integration for this portion of the shell 
is performed using Program 761. The influence values are 
then converted to stiffness'matrix form and stored on 
disc. After Program 1374 has set up the stiffness matrices 
for the unstiffened shell$ the matrices for segments wiu-h 
stiffening are replaced with the Program 781 matrices 
fiv~ disc. Tho solution In Program 1374 then continua* 
In the standard manner. This consists of assembling the 
overall stiffness matrix jini and load vector Ifti, re
ducing~ to upper triangular form,, and back-substituting.

__lamDesrpb 10/7 3 1 0W ''
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LeUSowAQhh*.gN__

I . Ring Matrices

in order to develop a stiffness 
matrix for the ring stiffenera 

the following assumptions were 

made: 

1. Thin beam theory is appli
cable, I.e. a uvormal to the 

neutral axis remains straight 

and nordal after deformation 
and the thickness in negli
gible compared to the radius.  

2. The stiffness of the ring 
out of its plane is negligible.  

3. The ring is attjached to a 
cylinder.  

4.* The ring is made of one isotropic 
ratio zero.

6" ..  

Jis

material, with Poisson's

5. The ring can be divided into a series of cylinders of 
constant thickness. (Sees Fig. 1) 

The ring is then treated as a series of a layers which 
start a distance ZIfrom the reference surface, which is 

the mid surface of the shell3 and ends at Zii The width 

of the layer is big Then using the equations from.Kalnin's 

paper: 

*See Reference (3).

I h~jIIROCGRAM F.1374 
P09rPAM DM~

p

~1viPrIc* 4~~

*, I..ka~k!I~4 
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Loation Oak 11"s %Ldf

A * bl(Zi~i-zi)

1 
ur

1 
Imy

Sb i( + ~ 2 2) 

b aL I

where A a area of section 
Ir a centroid of section, measured from reference 

surface 
I * moment of inertia-of section about reference 

surface

and
mn* 

"n

a X1k On3Af00 

a haOn. + SAr n 

* L(nu +*v) r In 

S !7 (nv wn+u~n)

(1) 

(2)' 

(3) 

-(4)

where
*amplitude of a variable with ni circumfer'.  
ential waves, e~g. kea n.can n9.

a moment about the refeorence surface

&M44ihge10 of 

law I

Men 
r*

- CIIflRAN- .I74 

PIWO64Me D965cspen'ne
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"on a thrust In ring 

eon a strain at ref erence surface 

kon a curvature 

Wn radial displacement of reference surface 

U * circumferential displacement of reference 
surface 

r a radius of reference surface 

a a modulus of elasticity 

Note that the equations above assume that all variables 

except Con vary a~s coo no. The equations also apply to 

sine series but the ejen of n =sat be changed.  

The potential energy of the ring Lot 

V fo [wok + Nsee) 4 1a 1 + IN rdS 

where 0 a radial force an ring at reference surface 

N 0 circumferential force on ring at reference surface 

Parforming the integraticn, after having expanded the 

displacemen~ts and forces Into Fouripr series# yields 

V a wr [ (N. k N +,~n 0nD'n +*n 5 

PROGRAM P.1374 %gt ICP to of 
Peo~~lisp O&Jk'flýe I V I
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Lowift 0.1 INA4 fduf

since fvsnn o od 

ahn~omd ojr

005 co nO co5 m0 dO a-0 if n / a

Substituting egg. 0) to (4) Into eq. (5) yields:

rfI RA (rJ 1(i 1 (n 2wn+nU on $2 +

+ n(nw, + *u.)(vn + nu )+ Y(nu,+v)]* 

IFQ4 nv*w

Since 4 
Wn

akv 
In-- a0 . thiz 

On

ttAr r 'ZJonJ 

N Z +1N.(n+1) f+ I+-n ~2) v+n 2[1+21 + I j u.,~

(6) 

(7)

For each ring, A, 1, and I (See Fig. 1) are input directly 
into the program. The stiffness terms are thep calculated 
using equations (6) and (7).  

In order to dovelop a mass matrix It was assumed that the 
ring behaved as though it were a l14mp mass located at the 
reference surface but indluding rotational inertia propor
tional to its eccentricity. This yiel~d& a simple diagonal 
mass datrix.

PROGRAM V1:174 
-M ,00 Du-s m ~ r

sin no sin so0d40
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~n.  

U~n

.,here p a mass density of the ring material.  

These mass and stiffness matrices are then added to the 

gross matrices as they are assembled.
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4. Natural Modes and&Weqenciex 

The eLgenvalues are extracted using an iterative pro
cedure*. rn order to avoid- time consuming integration 
at each iteration# the influence of I independent loading 
systems is determined before the iterative procedure 
starts. The results of each loading system are converted 
to ;C)and tCýas per abovet and theew vectors consti
tute a column of the influence value matrix JIJ The 
loading systems used, in order, ires

Col. I

2- PO 

3. P%

*1-C2 (3-2C) 

*-C (1-2C + C2)/L

Pn C (0-20) 

7. IP 97 7 (!-C)/L

I P

*length of segment 
*S/L 
*coordinate along meridian 

*normal pressure 

*longitudinal load 
*circumferential load-seRf 4 

I__FRS______ I ,i 
[n og .iz i ~ s " '

where

RIP,
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ThUIsC 11 aid Ic.1 can be generated by multiplying the I9I 
matrix by the pressure intensity at the two ends. Assuming 

that the distribution along the segment is not radically 

different from functinns used to generate the 11matrix, 

thtse load vectors will be reasonably accurate. In the 

eigenvalue problem, the pressures are functions of the 

displac -onto and mass. Since the displacements must be 

ee.ntinuous and coooth, then the pressures will be well bo

hav..d and the &Ib, t approximation is v.ery good.  

1c 21 = 1931 IP11 * 1341 IP21

where I P1I 

where P 
h 

a

ow2h WV1  . etc.  

U41 

041 

mass density 

thickness 
circular frequency

The iterative procedure follows the cycle.  

1. Take the last ca)ý-"lated deflectidna as assumed deflections 

for next try (t- start with, assume V 1 U * 

o I* I* O~overywhore).

1&. R)7 3110b SW i(11EW*r["IM& I~d A& QMDep~n~
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2. Calculate load vector for each segment1 ICj - ph (D)J IUi1 

3. Solve for new displacements, fu i+11 

4. Scale new displacements so that 'argest value is one.  

S. Compare new displacements with assumed displacementg.; 
stop if 

N 
E~ U ~+ - U~i cMp where £ is 

error criterion supplied by user and 14 is 
total number of displacemental otherwise 
'!ontinue iterating with step 1.  

The above procedure converges to the lowest longitudinal.  
mode. In order to find higher modes the lower modes 
must be swept out durnn? pach iteration. The sweeping 
is done between steps 3 and 4. The lower modes are 
eliminated by utilizing the well known fact that 

141 I~NJOI m 0 t 1 

where 4 displacement vector of rnth mode, etc.  

Since r'yJ. the assembled influence matrix, is, approximately 
proportional. to 1%n! * .it is used in place of Jm n1 If the 
total number of modes already found is IC, then after fuj4J} 
has been obtained In stop 3, it is assumed that 

whoro n vector which is orthogonal to T Ode m in lK 
U a - 0 404h S6 e low 

C e A .  

foa -,,a LI]S
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Premultiplyiflq by 1)[ .yields 

T 

and {TAcan be determined.  

ih..'in scaled in step 4, and the process continue..
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S. Direct, TIMe Integration Solutions (FrE., 1374) 

The direct time Integration subroutine uses the same 
influence matrix 101 that Is used in the sigenvalue 
subroutine. To determine the accelerations at a given 
timeo, Houboltu'* scheme is used

jiII
2JUq - 5JUiwi1+ 4JUi 21]jUi 3f/ At 2

where At a time increment, 
Thus for,:Ich seqmelt# 

- r!2Ul 5 0 1 + 4 U1,1 2 - si

where(P1̀ 1 applied pressure 
time t

Intensity at end 1 at

Ph *Mass/sq. If&*h 'of surface 

Then 
C ~ ~ ~1j I31711 Icl a1311ritl 'it20112i

Ica I is '3'17 .lif + 194028Ji

Having obtained the 
ments and forces at 
usual manner.

now load vector :cf , the displace
time ti are 3o1ved for in the

8WUe Reference (5)
5 

I 
[ P*9~D4A4 Des'epnoj

a VIP low .7-jitakel 

Z-e 
E rii 41"4" . R33 fat a 11, Wi ref- -ýý Sti ", I
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PROGRAM EO7S2A 

The Shells of Revolution Program is the Chicago Rridqe A Iron 

C~ompany Program EO7S1A. The program calculates the stresses and 

displacements in thinl-walled elastic shells of revolution when 
subjected to static edge@ surface and/or temperature loads with 
arbitrary distribution over the surface of the shell. The aeo

metry of the shell must be symmetric, but the shape of the median 
is arbitrary. It is possible to include up to three branch shells 

with the main shell in a single model. In addition, the shell wall 
may consist of four layers of different orthotropic matarials, and 

the thickness of each layer and the elastic properties of each 

layer may vary along the median.  

Program EO781A numerically inteorates the eight ordinary first 

order differential eouations of thin shell theory derived by H.  
Reissner. The equation are derived so that the eight variables 

which appear on the boundaries of the axially symmetric shell are 
chosen to that the entire nroblem can be expressed In these funda

mental variables.  

fhicaqo Bridge A Iron Company has extensively revised the Kalnins 

Program. The program has bee" altered so that a 4 x 4 force-dis

placement relation can be used as a boundary condition as an alter
native to the usual procedure' of specifying forces or displacempnts.  
This 'force-displacement relation can be,used to detcribe the forces 
at the boundary in terms of displacements at the boundary, or the 
displacements at the boundary in terms of forcefs or somie compatible 
combination of the two. In this mannerr, it Is possible to study (%,%.  

CT ADE nV CHK BY 9 CHAROL NO 
L CL ] rit~~f~t L DATE 1 oeitL1
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PROGRAM E07 61A 

the behavior Of a large complex structure. It is also possible to 

introduce a 6spHRi matrix isat the end Of anY Part Of the stress 

model. This matrix most be expressed in the form, force , spring 

matrix x displacement. In this manner it Is possible to model the 

restraint Of the Sand cushion in the transition zone-at the point 

of the embedment. In addition to the above changes, the Kalnins 

Program has been modified to Increase the size of the problem that 

can be considered and to improve the accuracy of the solution.

CT %I42A 6UGZ 
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W3TIO OF MODBLING VERTICAL 6TIFFERNER 

N a No. of vertical stiffenerr Ti 
around 

I w' Modulus of elasticity 

The shell shown in Fig. 1 is modeled 
using 2 layers. The inside layer 
represents the shell and, therefore# 
he~s the normal isotropic material 
properties. The, outer layer,, an the other 
hand, is described as an orthotropic material 
having the following properties.  

t 2 d 

R# bN 

040 0 

where 

t Thickness of outer layer 

2# Modulus of elasticity of outer layer in longitudinal 
direction 

962 Modulus of elasticity of outer layer in circumferential 
direction.  

G$ Shear modulus of outer layer.




